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H I G H L I G H T S   A B S T R A C T  

 The greatest SPR achieved in angle of 45.1  
at 50푛푚 of gold. 

 The perfect region of SPR for the gold layer 
was in the range (40− 50)푛푚. 

 SPR for gold/air depends on incident angle, 
refractive index, or dielectric medium and 
thickness. 

 The coherent oscillation of electrons at contact among a dielectric and metal when 
the metal is exposed to incoming plasmon is known as “surface Plasmon 
resonance”. To achieve the best surface plasmon resonance (SPR) signal, several 
aspects must be considered, including the excitation wavelength, the sort of metals 
used, and the thickness of the metal layer. The modification of the surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) depending on the thickness of metallic gold was investigated in 
this study. The reflection spectrum is determined as a function of metal thickness 
and dielectric medium (air), which is fixed in this case, and measuring the 
resonance angle for each size (length of the gold layer) to visualize the influence 
of the metal film on the resonance angle. The analysis concentrated on the impact 
of gold layer thickness variations on resonance angle shift. SPR's ideal thickness 
was discovered to be 45-50 nm. We used the spin coating method to create a thin 
layer. The thickness of thin films is measured by scanning the sample with an 
atomic force microscope (AFM) tip. The optimum SPR angle profile with the 
minimum amount of reflection and dip reflection is achieved with this film 
thickness. The reflectance and resonance angle performance features of gold layers 
were analyzed utilizing plasmonic Kretschmann configurations at a wavelength 
(632.8	nm) in sensing media (air). In an experimental analysis of the improved 
surface plasmon resonance characteristics of the gold/air coupling, they also 
showed a significant shift in resonance angle due to the film thickness variation. 
Biomedical science, optics, biosensing, and medicine are just a few of the domains 
where the (SPR) has been applied. 
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1. Introduction 
A charge-density resonance that propagates along the surface of a metal-dielectric medium is known as a surface plasmon. 

Once the dielectric–metal interface strikes with a polarized beam under the condition of total internal reflection, the electrons on 
metal are excited about a resonance frequency, referred to as surface plasmon waves generated 푆푃푊, wave of the resonance 
known as the evanescent wave. The qualities of the gold layer, such as dielectric, have an impact on the surface wave, and that 
can react with an external medium, which is why it could be utilized as a biosensor. One of the methods in this excitation is the 
Kretschmann configuration, as illustrated in Figure 1 [1]. The (beam's wave and plasmon's wave) vector is equivalent at a given 
angle of incidence. This is coming from a study of how the (푎푛푔푙푒	푟푒푠표푛푎푛푐푒) varies as the (푎푛푔푙푒	푖푛푐푖푑푒푛푐푒) whereas its 
wavelength remains unchanged (λ = 632.8	nm). A dip pattern in the curve and minimal reflection 푅  are two more 
characteristics of this spectrum, and the FWHM (full width half maximum) has been conducted for each peak of the reflectance 
spectrum. The minimal reflection 푅   refers to the vast amount of light energy converted to electrons metal, resulting in the 
smallest amount of light returned to the detector, known as R min, and the resonance is generated in this situation. The precious 
metals Au are more typically utilized to spread (SPW) at a visible range [2- 4]. We'll show which thickness of gold is great for 
producing SPR, as well as which angle provides the best SPR by constant refractive index. 
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Figure 1: Kretschmann configuration of the SPW on gold/air interface 

The metal layer (film thickness) designated has a massive effect on the SPR sensor's performance. Metals such as gold are 
preferred so that they can resonate c electrons at an appropriate frequency. In most situations, gold has been used as a metal layer 
since it is chemically stable, has low oxidation, and is immune to air pollutants. It has a higher detection accuracy at visible 
wavelength relative to other metals. 푆푃푅 becomes a more common occurrence as that was discovered that label-free detection 
techniques are appropriate and dependable for clinical analysis and biomolecular interactions. The SPR device's performance 
(sensitivity) is determined by metal layer optimization [5-9]. It has been observed that a material has the lowest amount of 
reflection at a given angle (resonance angle) compared to the other angle [10]. Equation (1) would be used to determine 
reflectance as a function of incident angle for dual interface (metal-dielectric), which differs from refractive index and dielectric 
displays in Figure 2. 

 	푟 =    (1) 

푟 : Reflection for p-polarization light,푛 and 푛  are the refractive index of the first and second medium,	휃 : Incedent angle 
of the laser beam. 

In a total reflection setup, mono light p-polarized impacts directly on a prism and interacts with gold. Evanescent waves are 
created when light interacts with a gold coating, leading electrons to accumulate on the surface. Once the SPW is released at the 
gold/air boundary with a fixed angle, the intensity would drop to the lowest when the plasmon wave is coupled [11]. The 
Kretschmann configuration is one of several ways that have been utilized to combine evanescent waves into surface plasmon 
waves (SPW). When an extremely thin film is placed at the interface between two mediums, free electrons in the metal sheet 
could interact with incoming light within a restricted range (SPR angle). As a result, a charge density beam passes over a metal 
sheet, and the amplitude of charge density is located in the second medium, which is totally different from the dielectric. This 
situation is referred to as (resonance plasmon). This surface plasmon is resonantly excited by the incoming light's evanescent 
wave, as illustrated in Figure 3 [12]. 

 
Figure 2: Prism technique for p-polarization in different media in refractive index and dielectric 
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Figure 3: Evanescence wave in gold/air interface 

2. Materials and Methods  
The wavelengths of the laser beam monochromatic source were fixed at 632.8푛푚, and a lens with a focal length of 10푐푚 

was employed to focus the light. All metal films in the studies were formed of a range of nanometer gold placed on a prism, and 
the film's excitation surface interactions with a dielectric medium, air (refractive index is 1). We used the spin coating method 
to make a thin film and began by creating a layer with a total thickness of 10	푛푎푛표푚푒푡푒푟푠. Then we used the same technique 
to coat the other layer on the slide. The thickness of thin films is measured by scanning the sample with an atomic force 
microscope (AFM) tip. The dimensions of the substrate are not a critical factor in our work, but we typically employed a 1.5-
centimeter square. We focused on the spot interaction between light and layer film. The substrate was constructed of prism-
formed glass with an index of refraction of 1.51. Measurement of reflectance as a result of the angle of incidence can also be 
used to calculate SPR. At a specific angle, a photodetector can also be used to detect the minimum reflection intensity, referred 
to as the dark area or SPR angle. It means the massive amount of energy of light converted to electrons metal. Hence the minimum 
light returned to the detector is known as	푅 , as shown in diagram (4). This was done to determine the optimal metal layer 
thickness for generating SPR and the source angle capable of exciting the SPR modes or SPW. The parallel component of the 
incoming light's 푘 − 푣푒푐푡표푟 is equaled to the parallel 푘 − 푣푒푐푡표푟 of the surface plasmon once the incident angle of the beam is 
equivalent to the resonance angle (also named the Attenuated Total Reflection angle ((휃 )). Hence the minimum light returned 
to the detector (not reflected), as can be seen in Figure 4. The energy of incoming light is converted to oscillations of metal film 
electrons at that spot, and the accumulating oscillations of metal film electrons are referred to as the evanescence field or SPR 
[12]. 

 
Figure 4: Minimum reflection at 휃  
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SPR occurs at the interface of both the metal sheet and the second medium (dielectric layer). The interaction between them 
is determined by the surface plasmon wave vector (푘 ). 

 

 푘 = 푘 	 	 )

	
	  (2) 

For Equation (2) see [12]. Where 푘  is the optical wave's free space wave vector, which may be expressed as: 

  푘 =     (3) 

λ : wavelength of the normal projection beam. The terms denote the metal's dielectric and medium's dielectric 
characteristics.휀  and 휀 , The SPW could be strongly tied to the beam's energy. The following is the relationship 
between 푘  and incident light angle: 

 푘 = 푘 푛 푠푖푛휃   (4) 

The angle of incident and index of refractive are indicated by the terms 푛 	푎푛푑	휃  accordingly. In a glass-metal-
dielectric system, excitation of plasmon at the interface among metal and the dielectric surface is governed by the following 
condition: 

 푘 = 푘    (5) 

For the equations above, see [13-15] above 푘 : surface plasmon interface wave vector. To create resonance, the wave vector 
of the incident beam is focused on the interface, aligned with the propagating wave of the surface plasmon oscillations, as seen 
in Equation (4). A dip absorption in the reflectance can be seen when the incident light meets the resonance threshold [13, 15]. 
In addition, for varied thicknesses, the incident angle was recorded at the same time. We were using a simpler N-layer model to 
create an SPR curve and determine the reflectivity of light. The z-axis is used to arrange all the layers. 

푡ℎ푖푐푘푛푒푠푠		푙푎푦푒푟	(푑 ), dielectric constant (휀 ), permeability(휇 ). Initially, there were tangential fields 푧 = 푧 = 0 and at 
the final limit 푧 = 푧  [15, 16] are provided by 

 푈
푉 = 푀 푈

푉    (6) 

푈 	, 		푈  are the electric field components, 푁  is layers of the structure, respectively, 푉 		and	푉 	are the magnetic field 
elements, and M is the structure's feature matrix, given by: 

 푀 = ∏ 푀   (7) 

 푀 = 푐표푠훽 −푖푠푖푛훽/푞
−푖푠푖푛훽/푞 푐표푠훽   (8) 

Where 

 푞 	= 	 [휀 	+ 	 푛 	sin 휃	] 	휀   (9) 

And       

 훣 				= 	 ( 	 )		[휀 	+ 	푛 sin 휃	]   (10) 

훣 : face factor. The amplitude reflection coefficient (푟 ) for p-polarized light is: 

 푟 = ( 	 ) ( )
( 	 ) 	( )   (11) 

For polarized light, the N-layer model's reflection coefficient is: 

 푅 = |		푟   (12) 

The equations above are referenced in [15,16] 
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3. Results and Discussion 
The parameters for n refractive index (푛 = 1.33,푛 = 0.18	푎푛푑	푛 = 1.515). were used to do calculations of SPR 

for a metal film on a prism in the air for 632.8푛푚	wavelength monochromatic p-polarization. For a given wavelength, the 
minimal reflectance was recorded at an angle of incidence between (45.1 − 46.3 ). Comparison of sharp dip curves amongst 
themselves to establish the best curve at a certain thickness indicates that the optimum SPW occurs at a specific angle. SPR's 
beast curves are depicted in Figure 5. The (SPR) can emerge when light impacts a thin metal layer under total internal reflection 
(TIR) conditions, which means resonance occurs at a critical angle (SPR angle) of incident light. According to Snell’s Law, the 
total internal reflection happens at a range of (40 − 50) . For our research,  (40) , the data is useless because all incident light 
is nearly back to the detector nothing is happening (SPR not happen), or no (TIR) happens. The same statement is true for the 
range of greater (50) . That is why we took data in that range [17, 18]. Figure 5 could be obtained from recorded data of the 
reflection of the laser beam for each layer by varying incident angles. The possible angle for producing SPR is (40 − 50) . 

As can be observed, even the tiniest amount of reflection would be noticeable at a given angle and thickness. Theoretically, 
once the thickness of a gold metal sheet goes beyond 70푛푚, the SPR curve (deformation) vanishes; yet, the same statement is 
true for thicknesses lower than 20푛푚 that clearly appeared in Figure 5 due to a lack of enough thickness’s metal to absorb the 
energy of light and to create plasmon oscillations, as a consequence, optimum thickness’s metal is a critical key for the SPR 
approach. According to Table 1, a specific angle (resonance angle) might be suitable for producing SPW or evanescent waves. 
They generated by total reflection were launched at the gold/air contact. When incident light interacts with the surface layer, 
energy is transmitted to electrons, creating electron excitation inside the metal [19]. Figure 6 shows that the greatest reflectance 
occurs at a thickness of 50푛푚 of the gold layer at an angle of 45.4 , which is the ideal thickness for generating SPR. The FWHM 
corresponding to ∆휃 is roughly 0.55  at the same layer 50	푛푚, indicating that this region is highly sensitive to shift(change) and 
so might be employed as a biosensor. In comparison, our result (푡ℎ푖푐푘푛푒푠푠	 = 50	푛푚) exhibits dip reflection at 45.2 , which 
is fairly identical to other results, which are 44.5 , as done in [15]. 

 

 
Figure 5: Reflectance as a function of incident angle of 푔표푙푑/푎푖푟 interface light-polarization 

 

SPR is a mechanism in which a free electron in a metal can be stimulated by light at a specific angle. Still, without a gold 
coating on the substrate, nothing happens (no SPR) since there are no free electrons on the surface, which is why a gold coating 
on the substrate is required to produce SPR. When examining the effect of film thickness on SPR, the number of layers should 
be considered when investigating the influence of film thickness on SPR. When the number of layers L increases, the resonance 
peak shifts somewhat, the dip sharpness and dip amplitude vary, and the size of the peak changes and changes, becoming larger, 
respectively. As the number of layers rises, the plasmonic angles vary between 45.1 	푡표	46.3 , below and above this region, 
there was no pure reflectance because the resonance conditions were not performed, so SPW became damped gradually [19, 20]. 
To decrease the impact, we optimize the thickness’s gold to achieve the best SPWsee Table 1. 

The thickness of the metal layer has a significant impact on the surface plasmon resonance, according to our findings. The 
퐹푊퐻푀 (full width half maximum) is a critical parameter for describing peak reflection. We investigated all peaks of gold layer 
lengths and discovered that the region with the greatest FWHM (0.48 − 0.55 )  for (40− 50)푛푚 thickness, this region is 
more sensitive than other locations that is illustrated in Table 2. 
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Figure 6: Minimum reflectance for each layer (thickness gold layer) 

 

Table 1: Optimum thickness’s metal (gold) concerning the (Number layers) for variations in the resonance 
             angle and minimum Reflectance at 632.8푛푚 

Number 
layer L 

Thickness 
of gold in nm 

Resonance angle 
recorded 휽풔풑풓 

Minimum 
reflectance 푹풎풊풏in (a.u) 

1 20 46.3 0.61 
2 30 45.6 0.34 
3 40 45.1 0.14 
4 50 45.2 0.02 
5 60 45.4 0.12 
6 70 45.3 0.34 

Table 2: FWHM for each layer of gold thickness 

L number of layer Thickness of gold in nm FWHM corresponding to ∆휽풐 
1 20 > 5 
2 30 > 5 
3 40 0.48 
4 50 0.55 
5 60 0.72 
6 70 0.6 

4. Conclusion  
SPR is a useful strategy with a wide range of applications in today's world; Therefore, more in-depth investigation is needed 

to study this. The SPR is done by utilizing the Kretschmann arrangement. The gold/air on the prism could generate the greatest 
SPR at a certain thickness. In this study, we presented how such a thickness parameter of the gold layer affected the material 
characteristics of SPRs and observed the crucial angle responsible for generating SPW. We also looked at the effect of the (N-
layer) thickness based on the curve's form (sharp dip curve) and the minimum reflectivity peaks, two major criteria that influence 
the SPR feature. Because the surface plasmons were dissipated, the reflectance does not drop to zero totally. It has been 
discovered that changing the metal thin layer induces a shift in the resonance angle and resonance dip peak, as well as a change 
in its amplitude and size. Finally, the SPR might be improved by choosing the optimal metal thickness, resulting in increased 
sensitivity. In comparison to the theoretical modulation of 43.3°, the best 푆푃푅 dip was discovered at 45.1° degrees in the region 
of 40− 50푛푚 gold film thickness. Biological sensors are one of the many applications for the 푆푃푅. 
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